
TELESIN Universal Handlebar Tube Clamp Mount for action came Ref: 6974944460418
TELESIN Universal Handlebar Tube Clamp Mount for action came
TELESIN 360° bike mount with buckle for sports cameras
Capture  your  next  bike  trip  from  an  unusual  perspective.  The  Telesin  GP-HBM-003  handlebar  mount  will  help  you  do  just  that!  The
accessory  is  compatible  with  most  sports  cameras  and  smartphones,  and  high  quality  materials  were  used  in  its  construction.  An
additional advantage of the mount are 2 ball joints, which allow you to position the device placed on it at any angle.
 
 
Get a unique perspective
Create  even  more  interesting,  breathtaking  shots.  The  GP-HBM-003  mount  will  allow  you  to  stably  mount  your  sports  camera  on  the
handlebars of your bike, and thanks to 2 ball joints you can tilt the device or rotate it 360° at any time. Position it at the angle of your
choice and record a spectacular video from a unique perspective!
 
 
Unparalleled stability
The mount is equipped with a sturdy clamp that allows it to be easily mounted on the handlebars and guarantees unparalleled stability.
In addition, the use of high-quality materials has made the accessory extremely shockproof - don't worry that unwanted camera shake
will spoil your video! The product is also extremely lightweight, yet durable and resistant to wear and tear.
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Wide compatibility - 2 adapters included
The set includes 2 adapters, including one with 1/4″ thread. This will allow you to mount your sports camera on the mount without any
problems! The accessory is compatible with a wide variety of devices, so it will work in almost any situation. Note: for smartphones and
some cameras, you will need an additional mount or frame (sold separately).
 
 
Even more possibilities
This practical accessory will find use in many different scenarios. With its help you can attach the camera not only to the handlebars, but
also, for example, to a handrail or a branch. It is also possible to mount a selfie stick or boom on the handle. Now you can easily create
exactly the shot you want!
 
 
In the box
Handlebar mount
User manual
Adapter for camera
1/4″ adapter
Brand
Telesin
Name
Universal Tube Clamp
Model
GP-HBM-003
Material
Nylon fiber + aluminum alloy (adapter) + PC (ball joint) + nylon fiber and TPU (clamp)
Dimensions
163 x 80 x 75mm
Weight
220g

Preço:

€ 23.51
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